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Corporate Sales

Designed, tested and proven in the ultimate outdoor test lab — 
New Zealand, Macpac gear is engineered to take on the elements. 

If your job requires you or your team to spend time outdoors, 
Macpac will help you weather anything. Macpac’s Corporate Team 
has more than 40 years experience in the outdoors, working with 
businesses and education providers across New Zealand and 
Australia. We can recommend Macpac products suited to your 
requirements or customised product to suit, and also provide 
advice on embroidery and repairs. 

We offer special pricing to commercial and education customers, 
including bulk purchase discounts – only available through 
the Macpac Corporate Team. Please contact us for a quote 
or to discuss your outdoor equipment and apparel/uniform 
requirements.

KEVIN COOK
AU Corporate Sales
E kevin@macpac.com.au
M 042 850 2583

DAVID CREECE
AU Corporate Sales
E  david.creece@macpac.com.au
M  0400 696 698

Select products shown.  
Visit macpac.com.au to see the full range.



brrr° Long Sleeve Shirt
Men's 121247 Windward Blue S - 3XL
Women's 121248 Vintage Indigo 8 - 18  

A breathable UPF hiking shirt for protection under the sun. Made with 
brrr° cooling technology for moisture-wicking comfort. Tested and 
rated in accordance with the AS4399:2020 standard. The UPF rating 
applies only to the area of skin covered. Protection may be reduced 
if the material is wet, stretched or from the effects of normal wear or 
exposure to chemicals. For best sun protection use hats, clothing that 
provides maximum skin coverage, sunglasses, sunscreen and shade.

brrr° T-Shirt
Men's 121256 Baritone Blue S - 3XL
Women's 121257 Naval Academy 8 - 18  

A classic active T-shirt for hot days. Made with brrr° cooling technology 
for comfort. Finished with Polygiene® for reliable odour control.

Trail T-Shirt 
Men's 119746 Black XS - 2XL
Women's 121390 Black 8 - 18

Performance is built into the entire Trail range, and this T-shirt uses a 
lightweight Polartec® Power Dry® fabric for consistent breathability. 
This unique fabric is 83% recycled, and it uses two polyester yarns 
to effectively siphon moisture from your skin. Polartec® Fresh 
Face technology uses mint oil to create a plant-based anti-odour 
treatment. The main fabric is bluesign® approved, which means it was 
manufactured with the responsible use of resources.

Available January 2024. Available January 2024.



Eyre Polo
Men's 119941 Black, Navy S - 3XL
Women's 119943 Black, Navy 8 - 18

Eyres are light, breathable and moisture-wicking. They're made 
from recycled polyester main fabric and the main fabric is bluesign® 
approved, which means it was manufactured with the responsible 
use of resources. Polygiene® StayFresh™ inhibits the growth of odour 
causing bacteria.

Pique Polo
Men's only 119746 Baritone Blue, Urban Chic, Windward Blue S - 2XL

This tightly-woven polo shirt gets its name from the classic piqué 
weave. It's made from Fairtrade organic cotton. 

Sabre Vest
Men's 114129 Black S - 3XL
Women's 114130 Black 8 – 18

This mid-weight softshell vest is for all-round protection. It’s highly 
water resistant, warm, and breathable. It’s made from an abrasion 
resistant softshell fabric that's ideal in changing conditions. It's 
laminated for protection under light showers and it has a DWR finish 
to help repel moisture, but its seams aren’t constructed to be fully 
waterproof. A soft fleece lining increases warmth and comfort.



Uber Light Vest
Men's 114099 Black XS - 4XL
Women's 114100 Black 6 - 24

Made from a lightweight nylon outer with a water repellent (WR) 
finish that helps repel moisture and 650 loft RDS duck down for 
compressibility and warmth. The Responsible Down Standard (RDS) is 
an independent, voluntary global standard in the ethical sourcing of 
down and feathers.

Halo Vest
Men's 119375 Black XS - 3XL
Women's 119377 Black 6 - 20

These vests are made with recycled main and lining fabric and 600 loft 
RDS duck down for plenty of warmth. A PFC-free WR finish encourages 
water to bead and roll off the fabric's surface. The main and lining 
fabrics are bluesign® approved, which means they were manufactured 
with the responsible use of resources. The Responsible Down Standard 
(RDS) is an independent, voluntary global standard in the ethical 
sourcing of down and feathers. 
Also available with hoods.

Sabre Jacket
Men's 113990 Black, Navy XS - 4XL
Women's 115225 Black, Navy 6 - 18

This softshell jacket is highly water resistant, warm, and breathable. 
They're made from an abrasion resistant softshell fabric that's ideal 
in changing conditions. They're laminated for protection under light 
showers and they have a DWR finish to help repel moisture, but their 
seams aren’t constructed to be fully waterproof. A soft fleece lining 
increases warmth and comfort.



Sabre Hooded Jacket 
Men's 113992 Black XS - 3XL
Women's 114996 Black 6 - 18

These mid-weight softshell jackets are for all-round protection. They're 
highly water resistant, warm, and breathable. They're made from an 
abrasion resistant softshell fabric that's ideal in changing conditions. 
They're laminated for protection under light showers and they have a 
DWR finish to help repel moisture, but their seams aren’t constructed to 
be fully waterproof. A soft fleece lining increases warmth and comfort.

Chord Jacket
Men's 114235 Anthracite S - 3XL
Women's 121704 Anthracite 6 - 18

These smart softshells are warm, versatile, and weather resistant. They 
use a 3-layer softshell fabric that's highly breathable, and wind and 
water resistant. Its smooth outer has a DWR treatment that helps to 
repel moisture, but its seam construction isn't fully waterproof. A soft 
fleece backing increases warmth. 

Uber Light Down Jacket  
Men's 114097 Black XS – 4XL
Women's 114098 Black 6 – 24

Light and packable, they’re perfect for layering when cold weather 
strikes. Made from a lightweight nylon outer with a water repellent 
(WR) finish that helps repel moisture and 650 loft RDS duck down for 
compressibility and warmth. The Responsible Down Standard (RDS) is 
an independent, voluntary global standard in the ethical sourcing of 
down and feathers.



Pack-It  Jacket 
Unisex 113383 Black XXS – 3XL
(enquire about other colour options available)

The unisex Pack-it Jacket is a simple, effective, super compact option 
for mild weather and light showers. The solid black colour is made from 
a water resistant nylon fabric with taped seams to help keep moisture 
out. It offers a basic level of breathability, and it’s finished with a 
DWR treatment to help water bead and roll off its surface. 

Copland Raincoat
Men's 121464 Black XS – 4XL
Women's  121465 Black 8 – 20 

The Copland Raincoat is waterproof and breathable after hours in the 
rain. They are made from a durable 3-layer Pertex® Shield fabric to 
provide waterproof and windproof protection when it's anything but 
sunny. An additional DWR treatment helps water bead and roll off the 
fabric's surface. Both cargo pockets have underlying hand pockets with 
drainage holes. Finished in our longest cut for extra coverage.

Also available with hoods. 

Halo Down Jacket 
Men's 119143 Black XS - 4XL
Women's 119374 Black 6 - 24

These jackets are made with recycled main and lining fabric and 
600 loft RDS duck down for plenty of warmth. A PFC-free WR finish 
encourages water to bead and roll off the fabric's surface. The main 
and lining fabrics are bluesign® approved, which means they were 
manufactured with the responsible use of resources. The Responsible 
Down Standard (RDS) is an independent, voluntary global standard in 
the ethical sourcing of down and feathers.



Dispatch Rain Jacket
Men's 115373 Black S – 3XL
Women's  115375 Black 8 – 18 

This jacket is fully seam sealed and made with a 2.5-layer Reflex™ 
outer shell it's waterproof, windproof, and breathable. The main fabric 
is bluesign® approved, which means it was manufactured with the 
responsible use of resources.

Trekker Shorts
Men's 113466 Black S - 2XL
Women's 113475 Black 8 – 16

These softshell shorts are made from Pertex® Equilibrium, a fabric that 
balances protection and breathability. They're light and stretchy, and a 
DWR finish encourages water to bead and roll off its surface. The main 
fabric is bluesign® approved which means it was manufactured with the 
responsible use of resources.

Mountain Shorts
Men's 121243 Black                          S - 3XL
Women's 121246 Black, Apple Butter  8 – 24

Made from a lightweight stretch-woven blend of nylon and elastane for 
free movement, comfort, and durability outside. A PFC-free WR finish 
helps water bead and roll off its surface.



Mountain Cargo Shorts
Men's only 121237 Baritone Blue and Caribou S - 3XL

They're made from a stretchy nylon/elastane blend with a woven-
through ripstop for increased durability and a crotch gusset for 
mobility. Two drop-in hand pockets and a pair of zipped thigh pockets 
allow room for all your storage needs.

Signal Shorts
Men's 121242 Forged Iron and Beetle S - 2XL

The  Signal Shorts are made from a lightweight nylon/elastane fabric 
the Signal Shorts are packable and durable. Their finish feels soft on the 
skin, and the waistband is lined with mesh for comfort. 

Hike Shorts 
Women's only 121244 Vintage indigo 8 - 18
    

The Hike Shorts are made from a tough 2-way stretch blend fabric 
that combines durability with the right amount of stretch. The midrise 
waistband ensures comfort and adjustability, and quick-draining mesh 
lines each of the three pockets. 



Signal Pants
Men's only 121255 Forged Iron 32 - 42

Made from a lightweight nylon/elastane fabric they're packable and 
durable with UPF sun protection. Articulated patterning makes getting 
over obstacles easy and a slim fit through the leg removes excess bulk 
without restricting your ability outside. Lace loops in either leg can be 
used to hold the pants in place and prevent debris from getting in
your shoes.  

Mountain Cargo Pants
Men's only 121300 Forged Iron S - 3XL

The Mountain Cargo Pants are made from a stretchy nylon/elastane 
blend with a woven-through ripstop for increased durability and a 
crotch gusset for mobility. Two drop-in hand pockets and a pair of 
zipped thigh pockets make room for all your storage needs. You can 
chinch the leg hems with a shockcord adjustment or you can tie a 
shoelace through the small loops in either leg to prevent debris from 
getting in your shoes.

Trekker Pants
Men's 121241 Black S - 2XL
Women's 119919 Black 8 – 18

These softshell pants are made from Pertex® Equilibrium, a fabric that 
balances protection and breathability. They're light and stretchy, and a 
DWR finish encourages water to bead and roll off its surface. The main 
fabric is bluesign® approved which means it was manufactured with the 
responsible use of resources.



Winger Bucket Hat
Unisex 121477 Multi S/M - L/XL

A reversible design bucket hat made from a moisture-wicking, UPF 
rated nylon fabric with a circular brim for a comfortable fit.  

Vintage Cap
Unisex 121478 Multi OS

This six-panel baseball cap is made from soft cotton. It has a rear size 
adjustment with a brass camlock, panel eyelets for increased airflow 
and our heritage logo on the front. 

Kahuna 18L Backpack
Unisex 115529 Black OS
          

Designed for an active lifestyle, the Kahuna is equally compatible 
with modern technology, commuting in the city, or hiking in the hills. 
Embroidered branding available.


